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GENEF]AL: The original goal was to design a production folding knife with a leaf-spring lock that could, in time,
become a classic similiar to the AI Mar designed "HAWK". The Solo is a highly refined design that lends itself to
the name "Gentleman's Knife". Being a 1/4" thin, it is a pleasure to carry in a vest or a suit pocket. The Solo is
3-1/4" long in the closed position, and has one-hand opening and closing capabilities. Ideal for the man on the
move, this knife is bound to be a favorite.

BLADE: Thin but strong this G2 stainless steel blade has cutting capabilities throughout the entire length. The
lobe at the rear of the spine of the blade allows for easy one-hand opening. Available in a PlainEdge or 50/50
PlainEdge/SpyderEdge, the Solo is sure to please even the most discriminating person.
HANDLE: The Solo has discrete yet beautiful lines. The black paper micarta handle is sleek, but it is also engineered to fit the hand. The defined finger pads add extra control and comfort for the user, especially over long

periods of time. The stainless steel bolsters converge with the micarta to create a unique geometric design,
which also demonstrates the "custom" quality fit. In order to comply with everyone's needs we even added a
lanyard hole.

LOCK: Directly influenced by Michael Walker and Robert Terzuola's designs, the leaf-spring lock gives the Solo
its one-hand closing capability. Being a positive lock it can not close on the user's hand, yet because of its
design, just the slightest pressure on the lock, enables closure.
DESIGNER: Sal Glesser, Golden Colorado, u.S.A.
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DIMENSIONS:
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Solo
Overall length-Open:

5.875"

(145mm)

Overall length-Closed :

3.25"

(96mm)

Cutting Edge length:

2.375"

(62mm)

Blade thickness:

•062"

(3mm)

Overall thickness:

•25"

(6m in)

Weight:

1.15oz.

(32.7gr.)

Mr. Fukuyama

Manufacturer of the Solo folding knife

U.S. and Foreign Patents
Spyderco, lnc.
Golden, Colorado
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